Nonparametric and semiparametric regression have been suggested as alternatives to parametric models for growth curve analysis (Gasser, Muller, Kohler, Molinari, and Prader, 1984; Hart and Wehrly, 1986; Ramsay and Dalzell, 1991; Stii.tzle et al, 1980). In this paper we demonstrate that Empirical Bayes estimation can be used to improve linear smoothing estimates when multiple curves are available.
Introduction
In many situations the observed data are not scalar or multivariate measurements, but rather curves measured on each sampling unit. Examples include growth curves of organisms, learning curves, measures of curvature of the human spine, stock market trends, and studies of uptake and retention of various drugs by organisms. Analysis of such data is often called growth curve analysis. Since the data that are recorded are discretized and include measurement error, an objective of such studies is often to characterize the population of curves in some way, or to estimate the individual curves. In this paper, we focus on the use of Empirical Bayes (EB) techniques (Casella 1985 (Casella , 1992 Efron and Morris 1973, 1975; Morris 1983) for improving the estimation of individual curves.
A number of techniques have been devised for analyzing growth curves.
(Some reviews may be found in Geisser, 1980; Goldstein, 1979; Marubini and Milani, 1986; Rao, 1987) . We find most natural those that explicitly model the curves for each sampling unit. Ramsay and Dalzell (1991) coined the term "functional data analysis" for this approach. A number of functional approaches are in common use -these include linear or polynomial regression (Geisser, 1970; Grizzle and Allen, 1969; Lee and Geisser, 1972, 1975; Potthoff and Roy, 1964; Rao,1965 ) , nonlinear parametric models (for example, Bock and Thissen, 1976; Gibson, Bratchell and Roberts, 1988; Jenss and Bayley, 1937) , semiparametric regression models (Ramsay and Dalzell, 1991) and nonparametric regression models (Gasser et al, 1984; Hart and Wehrly, 1986; Stiitzle et al, 1980) . While parametric models have some attractive features (often including interpretable parameters and ease of comparison of different subgroups of the population) the parametric form is seldom derived from known mechanisms, but instead is selected arbitrarily to fit the observed data. For this reason semiparametric and nonparametric fitting, which allow adaptive fits, are competitive alternatives for growth curve modelling. The methods used in this paper are all linear smoothers -that is, the fitted values are linear combinations of the data. Linear smoothers include a large class of commonly used techniques, including polynomial and orthogonal series regression, kernel and nearest neighbor estimators, running linear estimators and smoothing splines.
When the experimental units come from a population, it is natural to suppose that some aspects of the growth patterns will be common to the growth curves. For example, growth curves for human height show rapid growth in the first few months of life, continued, slower growth in childhood, more rapid growth during the adolescent growth spurt, and then a plateau in adulthood. The exact timing and size of these features, of course, vary from individual to individual. Parametric estimation encodes these similarities in the parametric model. Typically, nonparametric regression is applied to the individual curves, and does not utilize the similarities among curves. In this paper we utilize population information in nonparametric curve estimation by applying EB techniques to the fitted values. This is in contrast to the use of EB estimation to improve parameter estimates (rather than fitted values) for parametric growth curve models, (Berkey, 1982; Hui and Berger, 1982; Laird and Lange, 1987; Rao, 1987; Strenio, Weisberg and Bryk, 1983) .
Nonlinear and nonparametric regression estimators are, in general, biased for the true regression functions. When EB methods are used to combine unbiased estimators, the resulting estimators are biased, and the improvement in estimation is due to a bias versus variance trade-off. When EB estimators are used to combine biased estimators, the resulting estimators are recentered, which may reduce bias for some individuals. As a result, greater relative improvements in estimation error can result than in the unbiased case.
In Section 2 we discuss the growth curve model and linear smoothers.
In Section 3 we discuss a shrinkage paradox for biased estimators and show that the EB formulation leads to an estimator for the shrinkage parameter. We also show heuristically that development of a Stein estimator is a difficult problem in this context. In Section 4 we extend the EB ensemble estimator pointwise to nonparametric curve estimation and suggest a method of moments estimator of the shrinkage parameter. Section 5 summarizes a study on simulated human growth curves. Section 6 is a summary and brief discussion of the methodology.
2 Functional Approach to Growth Curve Analy-.
SIS
Suppose that we have a sample of individuals from a population in which we are observing a phenomenon that changes over time (or some other dimension). This phenomenon may be some aspect of growth (if the individuals are organisms) or may be other time series such as acidification of lakes in a watershed. The important aspect is that for each individual in the population, the measurement of interest is a curve. For the ith individual, the curve 1s
where tis time, J.l(t) is the mean curve over the whole population, and 7Ji (t) is the deviation of the individual's curve from the mean curve at timet.
The population is sampled to obtain a set of N individuals, and each individual is observed at times it, t2, · · · , tr. The 
j=l where the weight function, W>.(t,j) depends on the observation times, t1 · · · tT, the estimation time, t, and a smoothing parameter, .A, which controls the smoothness of the estimator. Some examples of this type of estimator include polynomial regression (.A=degree), truncated Fourier series (.A=highest frequency), kernel regression (.A=bandwidth), smoothing splines (.A=smoothing parameter) and running linear regression (A=span). A good review that provides some unifying ideas on these types of smoothers is Eubank (1988) .
Linear smoothers have in common the following features which are important to the use of EB estimation:
1. The estimators are biased (except for special cases). That is: [Yi,jll-'i(•) ]. That is, smoothing reduces the variance compared to the unbiased estimator Yi,j.
is jointly Nor mal.
Empirical Bayes Estimation
In this section we attempt to learn a little more about the form and properties of an EB estimator appropriate for non parametric regression estimation.
Since linear smoothers are biased, we first address the simpler problem of developing an EB estimator for a univariate problem when the individual estimators are biased. This estimator will be extended to a curve estimator in Section 4. We also look at some of the risk properties of our estimator in a simplified setting and find that, although risk domination of the individual estimators should be expected, development of a dominating estimator is difficult.
Constructing an EB Estimator from Biased Estimators
To understand how EB estimation can be used for curve estimation, it is useful to first look at a univariate case with a biased estimator. Suppose that we observe Zi,j where for each fixed i, Zi,j are independent and identically distributed with cumulative distribution function F( •lt.ti). Suppose that 1-'i is estimated by using data only from individual i. We evaluate the "goodness" of the estimates using squared error loss (SE), where the SE of the estimator (P1,P2, ... ,pN), as an estimate of(t.tl.t-'2, ... ,pN), is given by
Typically, the estimators Jli are biased and can be written in the form: where 1/Ji is an unknown parameter with E(Pi) = 1/Ji, and Vi is an error term with E(vi) = 0 and Var(vi) = r 2 /T.
Let fJ, = 1 2:~1 Pi and p = 1 2:~1 Pi. Then there is an a such that (3) has lower SE than Pi. Simple algebra shows that the optimal value is (4) where we define Sxy = E~1 (X; -X)(Yi-Y)/(N -1). This is an example of a Stein paradox for biased estimators in that Pi uses information from the other populations, which may not be related in any way to the ,-th population.
(See Green and Strawderman, 1991, for another example of Stein estimation with biased estimators.)
When t/Ji = J.li, {J; is unbiased for J.'i, and 0 :$ a :$ 1. The result is wellknown for this case (James and Stein, 1961; Stein, 1956) and a is called the shrinkage parameter. We will continue to use this term even though, when {J; is biased for J.'i, a can be negative or greater than 1.
Since the denominator is positive, a is negative only if Sp,p. < 0. The term a(P,i-~) transforms the smallest {J; into the largest Pi and so on, reversing the ordering of the estimates so that they are positively correlated with the estimands. Similarly a can be greater than 1 only if Sp.'"' > Sp,p,, that is, only if the JJi's are more spread out than the p;'s. The term a(P,;-~) then increases the spread of the estimates. In both cases, a moves the ensemble estimators, p;, to behave more like the collection of J.'~S.
As with the Stein paradox for unbiased estimators, the result can be re-expressed in Bayesian terms using the hierarchical model:
where, for now, we assume that the variances and covariances are known.
Since J.'i is the parameter to be estimated, we can rewrite the model by integrating out tf;;. This yields (5) where o-~ = o-~ + r 2 fT. The posterior mean of J.'i, a Bayes estimator, can be written
where (7) Note that (6) and (7) are population versions of (3) suggesting that an EB approach may lead to large savings in SE.
[PLACE TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE)
A Heuristic Approach to Shrinkage
In the unbiased case, it is well-known that use of the method of moments to estimate the unknown parameters in the hierarchy usually improves the SE, but is not guaranteed to do so. Instead, a number of estimators have been proposed which are generally called "shrinkage" or Stein estimators. (For a recent review, see Brandwein and Strawderman, 1990.) For the biased case we have not been able to devise a shrinkage estimator.
However, the following heuristics provide some insight into the problem.
In model (5) Our first goal is to compare the mean squared error (MSE=E(SE)) of oa(X) and X/a, the "usual" estimator of JJ. Calculating the difference in MSE yields (details are in the Appendix):
Although (9) looks complicated, it does yield a lot of information about possible dominance. Firstly, if the estimator a is independent of X, the second expectation is zero, due to the derivative. (This situation is probably most likely, since we have only N observations to use in estimating the N means plus a. Thus an estimator of a must be based on other information which may be independent of the observations.) If a is not independent of X, then we would want the second expectation in (9) to be negative. If a is a function of IXI 2 ' say a = a(IXI 2 ), then E~l Xi 8~; a = 2IXI 2~a (IXI 2 ) so a should be decreasing in IXI 2 • If a is a consistent estimator of a, then the condition for dominance of the Stein estimator for known a will take over, and 6a will dominate Xja if c < 2(N-2). Thus it is reasonable to assume that 6a will perform better than x;a as long as a is a reasonable estimator of a.
As a last question, one can inquire whether X/a is, in fact, a better estimator than X. If not, domination of the latter should be the goal.
Calculations give somewhat inconclusive results. Superiority of X/a over X depends on IJJ 1 2 • However' if a is a consistent estimator' then X/ a is preferred to X.
In the growth curve problem, estimates of a are available due to the longitudinal component of each curve. However, as T increases, adaptive choice of smoothing parameter allows both the bias and variance of the curve estimators to diminish, reducing the need for shrinking. Clearly developing a Stein-type estimator for this problem, one that is guaranteed to dominate the individual estimators in total risk, is a difficult task. However, we have seen that good risk improvement is possible. Since we expect our EB estimators to behave similarly to their Stein-type counterparts, we expect them to yield good risk improvement.
Linear Smoothing and Empirical Bayes Estimation
We now return to the EB approach to the problem of ensemble nonparametric curve estimation.
In the smoothing problem, the data are described by equation (1) 
O".p(t)JL(t) is the covariance between the tPi(t)'s and the J.li(t)'s, and o-~(t) is the variance of the J.li(t)'s.

Note that o-2(t) = o-~(t) + Var[fli(t)IJ.li(•)] and that typically for nonparametric smoothers, TVar[fli(t)IJ.li(•)] is asymptotic to a function of)., so that o-~(t) ~ o-~(t) + r 2 /T where TVar[fli(t)IJ.li(•)]--+ r 2 . Thus for fixed
t the model is very similar to model (5) although, for each i, the data were generated by a regression model rather than random sampling.
Following the development in Section 3.1, we obtain (using Equation 6)
E[J.li(t) I Pi(.)]
JJ(t) + B(t) (Pi(t)-tJ;(t))
where
B(t) = O".p(t)JL(t)fo-2(t)'
Allowing the Bayesian shrinkage parameter to depend on t allows for the fact that both the bias and variance of a linear smoother vary with t.
All of the unknown parameters in (11) can be estimated at the design points using the method of moments. Since JJ(tj) = E(Yi,j) and tj;(tj) = [Yi,j, Pi(tj ) ] is the sample covariance of the y's and the estimators, and fr 2 is an estimator of the residual variance.
A number of estimators of the residual variance are available (Buckley, Eagleson and Silverman, 1988; Gasser, Sroka, Jennen-Steinmetz, 1986; Rice, 1984) . Once an estimator 8-2 has been selected, 8-.p(ti)JL(ti) can be defined as in Table 2 .
[PLACE However, by interpolating this term between design points, the Empirical Bayes estimator can be extended to general points. These computations have been summarized in Table 2 .
Simulation Results
To determine the efficacy of the empirical Bayes estimator in a realistic setting, 3 small simulation studies were performed. The first study explores the effects of varying the number of curves and the number of design points per curve. The second study explores the effects of varying the within curve measurement error. The third study explores the effects of missing data.
Growth curves were generated from the Bock and Thissen model (Bock and Thissen, 1976) for human growth (height):
The values of Ai,k, Ci,k, Di,k were generated as multivariate normals with means and covariance functions computed from the Fels growth data for boys (Bock, personal communication, 1992 Adhikari, 1991), resulting in use of about 90% of the generated curves in most cases. Normal errors were added to the mean curves to obtain the "data".
Smoothing was done using the cubic smoothing spline estimator "bart" available from netlib (O'Sullivan, 1985) . The smoothing parameter was chosen using generalized cross-validation (Craven and Wahba, 1979) averaged over all the curves in the set.
The method of moments estimator of the shrinkage parameter, described in Section 4 was computed at each design point, using the Gasser-Sroka -Jennen-Steinmetz estimator of residual variance averaged over the curves.
The shrinkage parameters were smoothed (also using the cubic smoothing spline with smoothing parameter chosen by generalized cross-validation) and the final estimates were computed from equation (12).
In the first study, sets of 20 or 50 different mean curves were generated according to the Bock and Thissen model. Normal errors with standard deviation 4 centimeters were added to the mean curves satisfying the inclusion criterion to obtain the "observed" growth data. Each simulation consisted of 100 replications. Figure 1f shows that this is due to the narrow range of the shrinkage values which are very close to 1.0.
However, it is evident in all the plots that the Empirical Bayes estimator is being pulled away from the spline estimator in the mid-teen years.
For the replicate displayed in Figure 1, Figure 2 displays the errors averaged over the 43 curves. The figure shows clearly that the kernel estimator is biased for height during mid-teen years. The errors from the Empirical Bayes estimator are much smaller in this region. The Empirical Bayes estimator is achieving improvements in SE by recentering the estimates in the mid-teen years, rather than by "shrinking" the curves. The measurement error of 4 em. is unrealistically large for human growth curves. Buckler (1979) reports deviations as large as 2.8 em. over the course of a day in adolescent boys participating in growth studies, but deviations of less than 1 em. are more typical. However the ratio of measurement error to deviation among curves is realistic for many examples. The second simulation study explores the effects of measurement error on the EB adjustment.
Sets of 50 curves with 8 points per curve were generated. Normal errors with standard deviations of 1, 2 or 4 em. were added to the mean curves.
The resulting changes in relative SE are summarized in Figure 4 . When the standard deviation of the normal errors is 4 em., the EB estimates improved theSE in all but 1 trial. When the standard deviation is reduced to 2 em., the EB estimates improved the SE in 74 of 100 trials, but when the standard deviation is reduced to 1 em., there was improvement in only 1 trial.
Sample sizes of several hundred are required to attain improvements at this level of measurement error. This is not surprising. The standard deviation of "true" heights at age 20 is about 7.6 em. Comparing with Table 1, this is approximately the case r 2 = .02.
The final study explored the effects of missing values on the EB estimator. A Bernoulli process was generated to remove 25% of the data at random, from sets of 50 curves with 8 points per curve and error standard deviation 4 em. Curves were not used if more than 2 points were missing.
To adjust for this, 60 rather than 50 curves were generated per set. The sample sizes for missing and non-missing data were therefore not exactly the same -the study with no missing data averaged 45 curves fitting the inclusion criteria, while those with missing data averaged 49 -50 curves.
The method of moments estimators were adjusted simply by using all available data. The estimator of error variance was adjusted by using only adjacent sets of 3 non-missing points. This leads to a much smaller sample size for error variance than for the other statistics required.
The results are displayed in Figure 5 . Missing values did lead to some degradation of the EB estimator, despite the somewhat larger samples. Missing values would lead to less accurate estimation of the smoothing parameter for the spline estimates, of the spline fits, and of the shrinkage parameters.
For this study, in which the fraction missing was quite large, these factors appear to have somewhat balanced out in terms of the relative improvement of SE achieved by the EB estimator. (Of course the SE increases as the amount of data decreases.)
Conclusions
Empirical Bayes estimation provides a means of combining evidence across similar populations. The classical development of the estimator is in the context of unbiased parametric estimators. In this context, EB methodology has been used to improve the estimation of growth parameters in polynomial growth models.
In this article we have shown that EB methodology can be extended to biased estimators, and may be even more effective in this context. We have applied these EB techniques pointwise to the output of a linear smoother, using naive method of moments estimators to estimate the shrinkage parameters. Improvement is greater when the within curve error is larger, the number of design points per curve is smaller or the sample of curves is larger. Thus the methodology will be most useful for studies in which the data are noisy (such as microbial growth) and less useful for studies in which the within curve measurement error is small compared to the between curve variation (such as human height) or in which the curve can be sampled intensively. The method can readily be extended to studies in which all experimental units were measured at the same design points, but for which some values are missing.
Appendix
Derivation of Equation (9) relies on application of Stein's Identity (Stein, 1981 or Stigler, 1990 .
) where I is the N xN identity matrix then
provided all the expectations exist. The MSE of 6a, is given by
We now apply Stein's Identity to the middle term in (13) with g(X) = X/(a!XI 2 ). Recalling that the mean of X is ap, we have
Substituting (14) into (13) and rearranging then gives (9). Figure 1 : Plots a-e are the differences between the simulated growth curves and the smoothing spline estimates (solid) and EB estimates (dashed) for 5 of a set of 43 curves with 8 design points per curve. Note that the EB differences are not consistently above or below the spline estimates, indicating that little shrinkage is taking place. Plot f) displays the estimated shrinkage values, b(t), which are close to 1.
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